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The ----------------- for this job includes having a university degree and five years of experience as a

teacher.

qualificaiton literacy promotion autobiography

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The examination of evidence and law by a judge to determine the issue of charges or crime is

called ----------------.

offence court trial penalty

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This is a very ---------- book. Everybody is reading it.

disturbing popular serene severe

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He ------------ for the damage by paying me one million tomans to repair my car.

compensated corresponded deprived pinpointed

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has been suffering from ------------. He has not slept for a long time and needs to see a doctor.

amplitude respiration insomnia hallucination

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

That king -------------- the country for twenty years before his son replaced him.

reigned diffused scorned banished

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has made -------------- progress in his job. Nobody can believe what he has been able to do in

just ten years.

chronic arbitrary slumbering incredible

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is very rich and lives in a/n ----------- which has about twenty rooms.

bidding altar mansion homage

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After he lost his father he fell into -------------. He had no hopes until he became a father himself.

meadow choir despair oracle

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is full of ------------ and shows his kindness to everyone.

envy folly assembly mercy

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He ------------ his country by selling important information to the enemy.

betrayed devoured poised manifested

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They had to reach a/n -------------- on the matter. This agreement was a win for both sides.

element compromise association anticipation

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The -------------- on the coat are too long for my arms. I have to ask someone to cut it short.

sleeves garments drapes midriffs

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the ceremony, all the people gave him loud ----------- for his achievements.

agnoy torment charge applause

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He showed his ------------- by sending me a bunch of flowers. He preferred to thank me in this way.

suffering gratitude frustration charge

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The accident ------------ him. He could not move his body for the rest of his life.

stabbed recovered immuned paralyzed

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She likes to ------------ floor to make it completely clean.

scrape sift trim blend

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I like to choose dentistry as my -----------. No other job will make me happy.

prestige career disciple meditation

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I was not going to talk to him but he ------------- the conversation and I had to reply.

documented levitated initiated enlightened

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should not ----------- your hopes after a failure. You should keep trying harder.

advertise afflict dramatize abandon

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to the text, a person who lives for 90 years, has spent about ----------- years sleeping.

15 20 25 30

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We spend almost one third of our lives sleeping. Yet only within the last four decades have scientist

begun to study, understand, and demystify what goes on when we sleep. The traditional modern view is

that sleep represents a stage of renewal, where the body repairs and restores worn-out tissues and

cells. There is some truth to this, but we now know that the body is restoring itself when it is awake as

well. People used to think that sleep was a period of total inactivity for the body. We now know that a

complicated web of chemical interactions occurs while we sleep. The brain, rather than shutting itself

off, registers a whole series of electrochemical changes. Scientists working with an

electroencephalograph have been able to pinpoint those shifting brain-wave patterns as well as follow

the physical changes which occur during our nightly odyssey. 

In the sentence: “yet, only within the last four decades …” which of the following words is good

synonym for “yet”?

besides nevertheless although therefore

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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What do we do when we demystify something?

We make difficult things easier to understand 

We imagine something that is a secret

We solve a big problem

We make a plan how to do something

23-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following does NOT happen to our body in the older view?

The tired tissues are reborn. The body repairs itself.

The body renews itself. The body stores chemicals.

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In the traditional view, what happens to older cells in our body when we are sleeping?

They are replaced by new ones. They receive food.

They have time to rest. They change their location in the body.

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In the sentence: “there is some truth to this…” what does “this” refer to?

That we have sleep at night. That the traditional view is wrong.

That scientists have studied sleeping. That sleep is a renewal stage.

26-

1. 2.

3. 4.

According to the modern view, what was wrong with the traditional view?

The body does not restore itself during sleep.

The body does not restore itself only during sleep.

The body restores itself only when it is awake.

The body cannot be demystified.

27-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following is a new finding with regard to sleep?

Our body is active during sleep.

Our body does not produce chemicals during sleep.

Our body is  not able to renew itself.

Our body needs to be awake to renew itself.

28-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following words is used in the text as a synonym for sleep?

Nightly odyssey Physical change

Stage of renewal Total inactivity

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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What is an electroencephalograph used for?

For measuring brain chemical activity.

For understanding how the body restores itself.

For finding out how a person’s body and brain are related.

For recording a person’s brain waves.

30-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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